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ABSTRACT 

 
This presentation covers an introduction to the global non-hydrostatic dynamical solver in 
KIAPS as well as the full-physics coupled atmospheric model for Korea's own operational 
global NWP system [1,2]. The dynamical core of the model is using the Euler equation set in 
a flux form based on the terrain following mass-based vertical coordinate, which is discretized 
by horizontal spectral element method (SEM) and the vertical finite volume method (FVM) 
for the spatial discretization and a time-split third-order Runge-Kutta (RK3) for the time 
discretization [3].  
To overcome polar singularities and retain flexibility of the grid, a cubed-sphere grid is used. 
By using horizontal SEM with a small communication stencil on the cubed-sphere grid which 
decomposes the physical domain into smaller pieces, we can achieve a high level of scalability. 
In addition, the explicit time integration scheme makes the model excellent in the scalability 
through avoiding communications in parallel computing. The FVM for the vertical 
discretization is beneficial for coupling the dynamical core with existing physics packages. 
Since most of existing physics packages are generally based on FVM/FDM formulation in the 
vertical discretization, easy accessibility can be guaranteed. 
To assess the performance of the developed dynamical solver, the results from a number of 
idealized benchmark tests are presented and compared. The results indicate that the non-
hydrostatic dynamical solver is able to produce solutions with good accuracy and consistency 
comparable to reference solutions for idealized tests. Full-physics forecast results for heavy 
rainfall events over the Korean Peninsula are also presented, which demonstrates that the 
solver and full-physics model are robust and viable for a global forecast simulation. 
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